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Black River Petroleum (BRPC) has just secured the rights to a huge
chunk of oil rich acreage in Tennessee that reknowned geology firm, 

MHA Petroleum Consultants, has just confirmed could hold
up to 115 Million barrels of black gold!

Dear Fellow Profit Seeker:

The company you’re about to hear about is changing the energy landscape as we know
it...

Their potential 115 Million-barrel oil discovery in the
famous Trenton-Black River Formation in Tennessee
may have been the strike the US needed to push to the
front of the line of crude oil producing countries.
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front of the line of crude oil producing countries.

Up till now, we’ve been number 3 behind Saudi Arabia
(#2) and Russia (#1)...

But this massive find in the Appalachians may be just
what we needed to not only be the world’s top producer
of oil – but it may be the key to America’s energy
independence from the rest of the world.

No longer will we have to buy oil from Saudi Arabia,
Brazil, Venezuela, etc. – we may now have enough oil –
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Brazil, Venezuela, etc. – we may now have enough oil –
that foreign sales of crude may become a thing of the
past.

That is how important Black River’s property is – and
this potential $10 Billion windfall could be about to make
early investors 5,033% richer... and that’s on the
conservative side!

Because in the end, we could be eyeing 22,053% gains
before all is said and done – that means every $2,000
invested could yield a knee-bending $441,060 return!
Almost half a Million dollars from just a modest $2K
investment makes BPRC one of the most incredible profit
plays I’ve ever seen! But we’ll get to that later, first, I
wanted to introduce myself...

All Of My Years of Experience 
Says That BRPC Could Be The One
Stock We NEED To Buy In 2014

Hi, my name is David Moore, I am the editor of Rising
Stock Advisor, and I’ve seen thousands of stocks come
across my desk over the years.

I’ve built my reputation on my ability to sniff out those
stocks that offer investors the biggest profits – and
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stocks that offer investors the biggest profits – and
when I tell you that the BRPC has all the markings of
some of my biggest winners ever – it’s almost an
understatement.

They’re perfectly positioned to not only put
themselves at the vanguard of the new American oil
elite, but they they’ve got all the right pieces in play to ensure early investors could walk
away with a fortune.

Why am I so sure about BRPC’s potential?

Because I’ve seen this exact same story play out before...

Ultra Petroleum (UPL) Has Recently Made
Investors Wealthy – Now It’s YOUR Turn!

Not many Jr. Resource companies can claim the type of success that Ultra Petroleum
(UPL) has been able to reach...

Nor has another company brought so much attention to the potential of Appalachian oil
reserves.

UPL first debuted in 2001, a small, $1.65 stock that nobody really paid attention to.

However, slowly but surely, UPL began a steady climb as their wells started producing –
and by mid-2004 – shares of UPL were holding steady at over $20.

An incredible accomplishment for a tiny,
domestic oil company that nobody had ever heard
of before. That $20 level seemed to be just what
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of before. That $20 level seemed to be just what
this stock needed to grab Wall Street’s attention,
as it wasn't long after this that shares REALLY
started moving.

By the beginning of 2006, shares spiked to over
$68 – giving early investors an INCREDIBLE
4,025% profit! That means ever $2,000 invested
turned into a whopping $80,500!!

If the story ended there, it would be perfect.
Think about it, had you put $10K in at $1.65 –
you’d have cashed out with $402,5000 – a veritable fortune for such a modest investment.

But the story doesn’t end there...

UPL didn’t stop at $68 – it kept climbing – all the
way up to $99.69!

That means every $2K invested early turned into a
whopping $118,820 – every $10K transformed into a
massive $594,100 windfall. If you had $20k to put in –
you’d have been a Millionaire!

All thanks to UPL’s project in the Appalachians...

Can you see why I’m so excited for Black River
Petroleum?

They’re perfectly placed to follow in the footsteps of
Ultra – and if they can reach those same heights, we’re
not looking at just a 5,941% gain...

No, if shares of BRPC follow Ultra’s trajectory – we’re
looking at an unheard of 22,053% profit! Meaning a $10K
investment turns into $2,205,300!!

Yes, you read that right, that’s TWO MILLION, TWO
HUNDRED FIVE THOUSAND and THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS!!

And you’re getting the chance to get in now, while shares may be as
cheap as we EVER see them again!

Remember, they’re not only sitting on a potential $10 BILLION oil
fortune – they’re sitting on a proven reserve that has turned
people in millionaires before! And I’m not just talking about Ultra
Petroleum...

Appalachian oil built one of the most famous fortunes America, or even the world, has
ever known!

What Rockefeller and Ultra Petroleum Started –
BRPC Finishes: The History Of Appalachian Oil Profits
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When you hear the name of Rockefeller, what does it
make you think of?

Old money? Huge, sprawling Estates? Industrial
revolution?

For some, the name Rockefeller is synonymous with
all these things and more, but we all know where and
how John D. made a name for himself and a fortune for
his family for generations to come...

Oil.

The original oil baron, Rockefeller started Standard Oil
in 1870 with his brother and business partners and
quickly become the most profitable oil refinery in the
country.

Now, I know you’re not here for a history lesson, but it
is important to know this because the same oil deposit
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is important to know this because the same oil deposit
that made the Rockefellers, Henry Flagler and Samuel
Andrews rich... is the very same potential 115 Million
barrel find that could be about to make investors in
BRPC rich too!

Yes, the same Trenton-Black River Formation that
helped build America into a powerhouse – is exactly
where BPRC’s Natchez Trace project is located!

You may be wondering what the significance is of this
fact...

Well, it comes down to this: the Trenton-Black River
Formation is a PROVEN producer. And has been for over
100 years! And the fact that there are still BILLONS of
dollars worth of oil in the reserve, is a testament to not
only Rockefeller’s vision – but BPRC’s decision to base
their operations over this potential $10 Billion strike.

And how do we know that there could be up to $10 Billion worth of oil just waiting to be
extracted from the Natchez Trace project?

We’re not taking the word of some weekend prospector here...

We’re talking about a world-renowned geologist with over 50 years field experience in the
exploration and development of mineral and oil discoveries all over the world.

So when he says that the Natchez Trace Formation potentially holds up to 300 Million
barrels of oil (that $10 Billion we’ve been discussing)...

You can take that to the bank.

“The potential for the Natchez Trace Prospect
could be a $10 billion windfall.”

When I first read these geological facts on BRPC's website I
knew we were going to be in for a wild ride.

I mean for an investor, there are few things that scream
“proven winner” as loud as an expert research firm – especially
one as highly regarded as MHA Petroleum Consultants'.

Reading the statistics (which you can find on BRPC’s website,
www.blackriverpetroleum.com) there are a few areas that really
stick out.

Besides the oil potential of the Natchez Trace Prospect, the
report talks about something else that should pique the interest
of even the most seasoned investor.

What this tells us is so simple, some people may miss it.
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What this tells us is so simple, some people may miss it.

There’s not a lot of competition for that potential 300 Million barrels of oil. In
fact, while BRPC’s Natchez Trace is surrounded by other Jr. Resource companies
– there’s nobody close enough to really matter to BRPC pulling every drop of oil
out of their prospect.

This is huge.

Quadruple-Digit Profits You Don’t Want To Miss!!

Why are so many fortunes built off the back of oil?

Simple...

Because it’s worth so much. The entire world runs on oil – there isn’t a continent where oil
isn’t a precious commodity – and that’s why finding even a little bit can produce a profit
windfall.

Take Black River... there’s up to an estimated 115,000,000 barrels ready to be extracted
from the ground and turned into American dollars. And we’ve talked about how much
money investors stand to make on that 115,000,000 – but I wanted to let you know exactly
what that means by taking a “worst case scenario” look.

Let’s say that BRPC is only able to grab 20% of that 115,000,000 – a flat 23,000,000

barrels...

At today’s prices of about $100 a barrel, that 23,000,000 barrels is worth about $2.3 Billion
– but let’s lower that $100 price to a basement level of $80 a barrel.

At $80 a barrel – those 23 Million barrels are worth closer to $1.84 Billion. That means
this: In this “worst case scenario” look...

BRPC is worth $26.25 per share!!

And you can get in now for just a FRACTION of that amount!

If you want the chance to make a QUADRUPLE digit return on your money – you should
consider buying as many shares of BRPC as you can comfortably afford today!

And bigger than we imagine, as remember, that $10 Billion in oil is just PART of what
investors can expect to grab profits from, as there is also a HUGE potential of natural gas
reserves as well...

And while other companies seem to be on the scent, only BRPC hit the bull’s eye. For
investors, this is just one more feather in this company’s hat.

But there’s more.
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But there’s more.

There may be more oil and natural gas reserves NOT yet discovered.

Meaning there could be even more oil deeper down!

I’ve seen a lot of Jr. Resource companies in my time,
but not many hold the type of profit potential that I see in
BRPC. And remember...

One of their neighboring competitors, Ultra Petroleum,
has already PROVED that area is primed for those profits
as early investors in UPL made a KILLING because of
Appalachian oil reserves!

And now it’s our turn!

Investing In Your Future – Don’t Let
This Massive Profit Play Pass You By

There are very few times in our lives when we’re
presented with the opportunity to really change our
financial circumstance with one, easy move.

By getting into BRPC now, you’re taking that first step
into securing the future for you and your family – their
upside potential is astronomical – because even if BPRC
does just half of what I think it can do, we’re still looking at

quadruple-digit gain.

It’s hard to miss with this company...

They’re sitting on an oil discovery that could very well propel the US past Saudi Arabia and
Russia as the world’s top producer of crude oil – it’s been predicted to happen in 2015 – but
BRPC may have just stepped up that time table.

With up to $10 Billion in oil underneath their Natchez Trace prospect in Tennessee – BPRC
is offering investors like us an opportunity to profit huge!

Regardless of where the stock is priced now – even buying it under $5 a share would be a
steal compared to where this skyrocket could go...

$20? $68? $99? It’s all possible because it’s
happened before!

BRPC could very well be the one stock you
buy this year that propels you into that upper
echelon of investors. Those who truly make a
killing in the markets...

And you’re getting the chance before the rest
of the mainstream investors even get a whisper
of Black River Petroleum’s ticker symbol!

All you have to do to take advantage now is
dial up your local discount broker or log in to your
online trading account and consider grabbing
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online trading account and consider grabbing
shares of BPRC for yourself now...

That way you lock in your chance at the biggest profit possible!

The Buyout: How These Events Trigger Massive
Buying Frenzies – And BRPC Could Be Next!

What makes BRPC such an amazing investment opportunity – is the fact that as of right
now, not many people know how big the profit potential is for this company and early
investors...

Which means Wall Street hasn’t caught wind of
them yet – as they’re hidden in plain sight. That’s
why ExxonMobil, BP, Marathon and more could
be hovering like vultures on tiny BRPC – waiting
for the opportune time to swoop in and buy
them up – building us a fortune, practically
overnight!

BRPC’s massive holding, which covers 1,840
prime acres in Tennessee, is smack dab in the
middle of America’s heartland.

And because they’ve been, up till this very moment, invisible to Wall Street...

Mainstream investors are totally oblivious to this incredible oil deposit – and an even more
lucrative area play! But that won’t be the case for long...

Because as soon as MHA’s report starts making the rounds, Tennessee’s oil and
gas zone could quickly become the most important domestic energy discovery in
recent American History – BRPC could find themselves in the very enviable position
of the next Junior buyout winner!

It’s happened just a few years ago, when Junior, Brigham Exploration (BEXP)
was bought by giant Statoil (STO) for $36.50, when just a few years earlier BEXP
was trading at $2 – that’s a 1,725% gain!

But even if they’re not bought, they could still
make us a fortune, because as we’ve already

discussed, BRPC is eerily similar to previous star
performer, Ultra Petroleum, which just a few short years
ago made people like us wealthy by cashing in on a hidden
oil deposit!

Investors who took advantage of advanced knowledge
on Ultra Petroleum watched their shares shoot from just
about $1.65 all the way to $99.69 – that’s a gain of
5,941% – and BRPC is giving us the chance to do it
again!

As I said earlier, I fully expect Black River Petroleum
Corp. (BRPC) to be one of those special companies that
creates true wealth!

And whether that success comes from BRPC making it
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And whether that success comes from BRPC making it
on their own steam, or whether they’re bought out by a
major or local competitor...

BRPC is the smart choice for any investor!

If A Major Buys Black River Petroleum –
It’s You That Would Reap The Profits!

There is a huge perk to BRPC claiming property that giant oil companies like ExxonMobil,
BP, Marathon and more have missed the chance at...

And it’s the fact that they’re instantly on the radar of these petroleum powerhouses as
soon as MHA’s report gets published.

The question is: which one of these companies will strike on BRPC first?

We’ve already talked about how lucrative area plays like Tennessee’s can be – instantly
sending shares up at least 5,000% or more – but let’s talk scenarios...

Let’s say that BRPC’s next wells produce real gushers – bringing up thousands of barrel of
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Remember - Black River Petroleum
is SURROUNDED By Majors!

Let’s say that BRPC’s next wells produce real gushers – bringing up thousands of barrel of
oil per day – who do you think is going to hear about this news first?

Sure, the local companies like the massively successful Chesapeake Energy (CHK) or the
almost $100-per-share EQT Corp (EQT) may get whispers from the area’s roughnecks...

But after that, how fast do you think word will spread to the majors of the world?

I’ll tell you, it’ll spread like wild fire...

And it won’t take long till the management of ExxonMobil, BP or Marathon to hear
about it – and I’m betting it wouldn’t be long after that till one of these giant
companies decides they want BRPC for themselves.

How long do you think it’ll take? A week? Two? A
month?

It really doesn’t matter...

What matters is BRPC is not alone in
Appalachia, and with the amount of
competitors surrounding their property, it
would just be a matter of time till one of these
companies makes an offer – potentially
setting off a bidding war that could
immediately send shares of BRPC through
the roof!

It’s not an unreal scenario... the oil
landscape is littered with such stories, but if it
does happen, we have the very real chance at
becoming Millionaires – literally overnight!

But you have to be there now if you expect
to benefit. Don’t sit this one out! Consider
grabbing shares of BRPC today.

You’ve Seen The Proof – It’s Up To
You To Decide To Pull The Trigger

As somebody who makes their living researching stocks, it’s my job to present you with
the facts as to why a company could and should blossom into a winner that builds fortunes
for those who jump on board during the early stages of their development...

It’s how I’ve built my reputation into one of the top analysts in my field.

In order for me to continue to do what I love doing, I have to produce winners for my
readers.

When BRPC came across my desk, it didn’t take much research to realize that I
potentially had one of the biggest winners I’ve ever had on my hands.

This company has all the right pieces in play to make those who act now richer than they
imagined just one stock could...
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Remember, renowned geology research firm, MHA Petroleum Consultants' statistics on
BRPC's Natchez Trace Prospect in Tennessee has the potential to hold up to 115 Million
barrels of oil...

Or a cool $10 Billion dollars worth of crude!

For investors who get in now, BRRC could return them gains of around 5,941% –
meaning every $2K invested would turn into $118,820!!

But if these shares follow in Ultra Petroleum’s footsteps – we could be looking at
astounding gains of 22,053% – meaning that every $2,000 invested could yield a
jaw-dropping $441,060 return!

To lock in your chance at these massive sized profits...

You have to act now! Don’t wait!

Consider buying Black River Petroleum (BRPC) today!

Profits For All

David Moore
Editor, Rising Stock Advisor

P.S. BRPC could be in control of the biggest domestic oil discovery of the year. By
acting now and grabbing shares for yourself, you’re ensuring the largest profit possible from
their potential $10 Billion oil windfall! MHA Petroleum Consultants has PROVEN the oil exists
– the only thing keeping you from cashing in on those profits is you. Consider grabbing
shares today!

P.P.S. Black River Petroleum isn’t the only company
The Appalachian Oil reserve has spelled out success
for. Like Standard Oil and Ultra Petroleum before it,
BRPC could very well be the next Jr. Resource
company to become a major! The time to get in on
this locomotive is now, before the train even leaves
the station. Act today!

P.P.P.S. A high priced and aggressive buyout could
come quick for BRPC. If this happens, shares can
shoot up huge overnight! The only way to ensure
you’ll get a piece of those potential profits is to get
into BRPC today! Don’t wait, BRPC could be the
most prolific stock we see this year!

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This featured company sponsored advertising issue of Rising Stock Advisor does not purport to provide an analysis of any company’s financial

position, operations or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Rising Stock Advisor or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Black River Petroleum,

(BRPC), the company featured in this issue, appears as paid advertising, paid by Intermix Corp to provide public awareness for BRPC. Intermix Corp has approved and signed off as

“ approved for public dissemination”  all statements made herein regarding BRPC’s history, assets, technologies, current as well as prospective business operations and industry

information. Rising Stock Advisor and Capital Financial Media (CFM) has used outside research and writers using public information to create the advertisement coming from Rising

Stock Advisor about BRPC. Although the information contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Rising Stock Advisor and CFM makes no warranties as to the accuracy of

any of the content here in and accepts no liability for how readers may choose to utilize the content. Readers should perform their own due-diligence, including consulting with a

licensed, qualified investment professional or analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due

diligence on this or any other advertised company. Rising Stock Advisor is not offering securities for sale. An offer to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure

documents and only in the states and provinces for which they are approved. Many states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator.

Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information
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Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information

filed with state securities regulators and many will supply investors with additional information on request. CFM has received and managed a total production budget of $250,000 for

this print advertising effort and will retain any amounts over and above the cost of production, copy writing services, mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its services.

Rising Stock Advisor is paid $2,500 as an editorial fee from CFM and also expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More information can be

received from BRPC’s investor relations firm. Further, specific financial information, filings and disclosures as well as general investor information about publicly traded companies like

BRPC, advice to investors and other investor resources are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment should be

made only after consulting with a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of and other information about the company and verifying

that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk especially as to new companies with limited operations and no

history of earnings. The information contained herein contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21e

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, BRPC notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other than historical information, involve risks

and uncertainties that may affect the Company’s actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of the market, the Company’s

ability to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc.


